


Stories of Displacement: Ahmed
Ahmed was born in 2006 in Mosul city. His father was a truck driver who 
spent most of his time on the roads, criss-crossing Iraq’s 18 governorates. 
On the day he was born, Ahmed’s father went to Baghdad on a transporta-
tion task, but never came back. No one ever heard from him again. 

Ahmed’s mother tried hard to fill the gap left by her husband’s disappear-
ance and lovingly took care of her son, but four years later she passed away, 
consumed by grief. 

Ahmed’s grandparents took care of him the best they could and sent him to 
school despite their limited financial resources. When ISIL took over Mosul, 
the plummeting financial situation hit Ahmed’s family hard.

His grandfather, a daily paid worker, could no longer find job opportuni-
ties, and they became desperate. They eventually decided to flee Mosul, 
as their neighbourhood was heavily damaged by airstrikes and there were 
no electricity and water supply services; they had to depend on rain water. 
However, their three attempts to leave the city were unsuccessful and they 
had no choice but to remain until the Iraqi forces retook their neighbour-
hood in West Mosul. 

Ahmed now lives in Qayyarah Emergency Site with his grandparents. “My 
only wish is to see my father again,” he said.

Left (©Raber Y. Aziz/IOM Iraq, 2017): A displaced woman at Haj Ali Emer-
gency Site practices putting out a fire with a fire extinguisher. IOM trains 
and equips IDPs on fire safety with the support of DFID.

Right (©Moafaq Al-Naeemi/IOM Iraq, 2017) 

Above (©Moafaq Al-Naeemi/IOM Iraq, 2017): IOM distributed non-food 
item kits funded by the Government of Japan to recently displaced Iraqis 
from Mosul who had arrived in Qayyarah Emergency Site. IDPs usually ar-
rive to the IOM emergency sites with nothing else but the clothes they are 
wearing. IOM continues to assist newly arrived IDPs with NFI kits.

Above (©Moafaq Al-Naeemi/IOM Iraq, 2017): Recently displaced Iraqis at 
Qayyarah Emergency Site received spring clothes (a light jacket, sandals, a 
tracksuit and underwear for men; a dress, headscarf, a light jacket, sandals and 
underwear for women). With support from Kuwait, IOM has distributed 5,000 
boxes of winter clothes and distribution of another 5,000 boxes of spring 
clothes is ongoing.

Above (©Sabah Abdulrahman/IOM Iraq, 2017): Additional medications and sup-
plies arrive to the IOM health clinic, which provides primary health care consulta-
tions to more than 3,000 displaced Iraqis per week in Qayyarah Emergency Site. 
Co-funded by DFID and Kuwait, the clinic attends to a variety of health concerns, 
including upper respiratory infections, diarrheal and skin diseases, and chronic 
illnesses. Serious medical cases are referred to hospitals. 
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